
A performer unlike any other, the flagship 
Palladium™ Series P-39F floorstander is the 
ultimate expression of Klipsch—approaching aural 
perfection, while making a visual statement that is 
every bit as elegant and passionate as the sound. 

The speaker’s carbon-infused, thermoset com-
posite dual-horn configuration is unique to the 
Palladium family. It consists of a proprietary tweeter 
design, combining a chambered phase plug and 
Tractrix® Horn for extended high-frequency 
response; a second 90º by 60º acoustically damped 
Tractrix Horn is coupled to the midrange driver, 
resulting in precise performances.

The three low-frequency drivers employ 9" hybrid 
cone woofers, powered by a three-part neo-
dymium magnet structure with dual stabilizing rings. 
Triple ports further enhance low-distortion bass 
response. Each woofer’s 1.5" voice coil responds 
accurately to the smallest signal modulation, yet can 
also handle the high power of the most demanding 
soundtracks.

Many high-end speakers rely on off-the-shelf driv-
ers; every P-39F driver has been engineered for 
a specific application. Because these speakers are 
sold as precisely matched left and right pairs, all of 
the drive units and networks are hand sorted and 
coordinated for ideal performance. 

The P-39F’s dramatic styling was born from our 
partnership with BMW Group DesignworksUSA. 
With an eye toward home interior and furniture de-
signs, this speaker has a signature look that blends 
classic Klipsch audio with a clean, contemporary 
appearance. 

Its “boat-tail” enclosure hints at the power inside, 
while maintaining a high degree of beauty. Next to 
its unique shape, the most striking visual statement 
is the zebra-grain Linia veneer that’s available in 
natural, merlot or espresso. An adjustable brushed 
aluminum floating base supports the cabinet at just 
four points. 
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Floorstanding Loudspeaker

• Flagship speaker offers high sensitivity and extremely low distortion

• Designed in conjunction with BMW Group DesignworksUSA

• Hand sorted drive units and networks for precise performance

• Matched left and right pair guarantees proper imaging 

P-39F

frequency response 39Hz-24kHz +/-3dB

low frequency extension 28Hz

high frequency extension 30kHz

power handling 400W continuous / 1600W peak

recommended amplifier power 50 - 1000W

sensitivity 99dB @ 2.83V / 1m

nominal impedance 4 ohms

mid-frequency crossover 500Hz

high frequency crossover 3200Hz

maximum acoustic output 126dB (2 speakers in-room)

high frequency driver 0.75" (1.9cm) titanium diaphragm
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

mid-frequency driver 4.5" (11.4cm) aluminum diaphragm
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

low frequency drivers Three 9" (22.9cm) high-output, 
 aluminum / Rohacell® / Kevlar® 
 hybrid cone woofers

enclosure material Constrained layer MDF 
 (medium density fiberboard)

enclosure type Bass-reflex via triple side-firing ports

height 56" (142.2cm)

width 12" (30.5cm)
 (14.5" / 36.8cm at the base)

depth 24.75" (62.9cm)

weight 165 lbs (74.9kg)

finishes Zebra-grain Linia veneer in natural, 
 merlot or espresso stain
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As the intermediate floorstander in our 
high-end luxury Palladium™ Series, the P-38F 
features the flagship P-39F’s technology and 
gallery-like appearance in a slightly smaller, but 
equally stunning package.

The P-38F’s carbon-infused, thermoset 
composite dual-horn configuration is unique 
to the Palladium family. It consists of a propri-
etary tweeter design, combining a chambered 
phase plug and Tractrix® Horn for extended 
high-frequency response; a second 90º by 60º 
acoustically damped Tractrix Horn is coupled 
to the midrange driver, resulting in precise 
performances.

The three low-frequency drivers employ 8" 
hybrid cone woofers, powered by a three-
part neodymium magnet structure with dual 
stabilizing rings. Four ports on the rear of the 
speaker enhance low-distortion bass response. 
Each woofer’s voice coil responds accurately 
to the smallest signal modulation, yet can also 
handle the high power of the most demanding 
soundtracks.  

Designed with an eye toward home interior 
and furniture designs, the P-38F has a signa-
ture style that blends classic Klipsch audio 
and a clean, contemporary look. Its unique 
enclosure hints at the power inside, while 
maintaining a high degree of beauty. Next to 
its shape, the most striking visual statement is 
the zebra-grain Linia veneer available in 
natural, merlot or espresso. The horizontal 
linear grain and absence of visible fasteners 
further add to its appeal.     
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Floorstanding Loudspeaker

• Elegantly balances performance and lifestyle

• Remarkably precise and detailed reproduction of sound

• Superior, low-distortion bass response

• Gallery-like appearance fits beautifully into any décor

P-38F

frequency response 40Hz-24kHz +/-3dB

low frequency extension 29Hz

high frequency extension 30kHz

power handling 300W continuous / 1200W peak

recommended amplifier power 50 - 750W

sensitivity 98dB @ 2.83V / 1m

nominal impedance 4 ohms

mid-frequency crossover 550Hz

high frequency crossover 3400Hz

maximum acoustic output 122dB (2 speakers in-room)

high frequency driver 0.75" (1.9cm) titanium diaphragm 
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

mid-frequency driver 4.5" (11.4cm) aluminum diaphragm 
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

low frequency drivers Three 8" (20.3cm) high-output, 
 aluminum / Rohacell® / Kevlar®

 hybrid cone woofers

enclosure material Constrained layer MDF 
 (medium density fiberboard)

enclosure type Bass-reflex via quad rear-firing ports

height 50.25" (127.6cm)

width 10.75" (27.3cm) 
 (12.75" / 32.4cm at the base)

depth 21.5" (54.6cm)

weight 122 lbs (55.4kg)

finishes Zebra-grain Linia veneer in natural, 
 merlot or espresso stain
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As the “smallest” floorstanding loudspeaker 
in our high-end luxury Palladium™ Series, the 
P-37F features the flagship P-39F’s technology 
and gallery-like appearance in a slightly more 
compact, but equally stunning package.

The P-37F’s carbon-infused, thermoset 
composite dual-horn configuration is unique 
to the Palladium family. It consists of a propri-
etary tweeter design, combining a chambered 
phase plug and Tractrix® Horn for extended 
high-frequency response; a second 90º by 60º 
acoustically damped Tractrix Horn is coupled 
to the midrange driver, resulting in precise 
performances.

The three low-frequency drivers employ 7" 
hybrid cone woofers, powered by a unique 
three-part neodymium magnet structure with 
dual stabilizing rings. Three ports on the rear 
of the speaker enhance low-distortion bass 
response. Each woofer’s voice coil responds 
accurately to the smallest signal modulation, 
yet can also handle the high power of the most 
demanding soundtracks.  

Designed with an eye toward home interior 
and furniture designs, the P-37F has a signa-
ture style that blends classic Klipsch audio 
and a clean, contemporary look. Its unique 
enclosure hints at the power inside, while 
maintaining a high degree of beauty. Next to 
its shape, the most striking visual statement is 
the zebra-grain Linia veneer available in natu-
ral, merlot or espresso. The horizontal linear 
grain and absence of visible fasteners further 
add to its appeal.     
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Floorstanding Loudspeaker

• Elegantly balances performance and lifestyle

• Remarkably precise and detailed reproduction of sound

• Excellent, low-distortion bass response

• Gallery-like appearance fits beautifully into any décor

P-37F

frequency response 43Hz-24kHz +/-3dB

low frequency extension 31Hz

high frequency extension 30kHz

power handling 275W continuous / 1100W peak

recommended amplifier power 50 - 600W

sensitivity 96dB @ 2.83V / 1m

nominal impedance 4 ohms

mid-frequency crossover 550Hz

high frequency crossover 3400Hz

maximum acoustic output 120dB (2 speakers in-room)

high frequency driver 0.75" (1.9cm) titanium diaphragm 
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

mid-frequency driver 4.5" (11.4cm) aluminum diaphragm 
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

low frequency drivers Three 7" (17.8cm) high-output, 
 aluminum / Rohacell® / Kevlar® 
 hybrid cone woofers

enclosure material Constrained layer MDF 
 (medium density fiberboard)

enclosure type Bass-reflex via triple rear-firing ports

height 46.5" (118.1cm)

width                                                 9.75" (24.8cm) 
 (12" / 30.5cm at the base)

depth 19.5" (49.5cm)

weight 98 lbs (44.5kg)

finishes Zebra-grain Linia veneer in natural, 
 merlot or espresso stain
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The Palladium™ Series P-17B raises the bar 
for bookshelf speakers, with full, rich sound 
that belies its smaller size and a striking visual 
design that could easily be considered a work 
of art.

The P-17B’s carbon-infused, thermoset 
composite dual-horn configuration is unique 
to the Palladium family. It consists of a propri-
etary tweeter design, combining a chambered 
phase plug and Tractrix® Horn for extended 
high-frequency response; a second 90º by 60º 
acoustically damped Tractrix Horn is coupled 
to the midrange driver, resulting in precise 
performances.

The low-frequency driver employs a 7" hybrid 
cone woofer, powered by a unique neodymi-
um magnet structure. A single port on the rear 
of the speaker enhances low-distortion bass 
response. The woofer’s voice coil responds 
accurately to the smallest signal modulation, 
yet can also handle the high power of the most 
demanding soundtracks.  

Designed with an eye toward home interior 
and furniture designs, the P-17B has a signa-
ture style that blends classic Klipsch audio 
and a clean, contemporary look. Its unique 
enclosure hints at the power inside, while 
maintaining a high degree of beauty. Next to 
its shape, the most striking visual statement is 
the zebra-grain Linia veneer available in  
natural, merlot or espresso. The horizontal 
linear grain and absence of visible fasteners 
further add to its appeal.     
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Bookshelf Loudspeaker

• Elegantly balances performance and lifestyle

• Remarkably precise and detailed reproduction of sound

• Excellent, low-distortion bass response

• Gallery-like appearance fits beautifully into any décor

P-17B

frequency response 51Hz-24kHz +/-3dB

low frequency extension 40Hz

high frequency extension 30kHz

power handling 150W continuous / 600W peak

recommended amplifier power 50 - 350W

sensitivity 94dB @ 2.83V / 1m

nominal impedance 4 ohms

mid-frequency crossover 600Hz

high frequency crossover 3400Hz

maximum acoustic output 115dB (2 speakers in-room)

high frequency driver 0.75" (1.9cm) titanium diaphragm 
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

mid-frequency driver 4.5" (11.4cm) aluminum diaphragm 
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

low frequency driver 7" (17.8cm) high-output, 
 aluminum / Rohacell® / Kevlar® 
 hybrid cone woofer

enclosure material Constrained layer MDF 
 (medium density fiberboard)

enclosure type Bass-reflex via rear-firing port

height 19.9" (50.6cm)

width 9.2" (23.4cm)

depth 13.5" (34.3cm)

weight 30 lbs (13.6kg)

finishes Zebra-grain Linia veneer in natural, 
 merlot or espresso stain
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Setting new standards for visual impact and 
audio excellence, our luxury Palladium™ Series 
P-27C center channel delivers precise dialogue 
placement for truly lifelike performances.  

The speaker’s carbon-infused, thermoset 
composite dual-horn configuration is unique 
to the Palladium family. It consists of a propri-
etary tweeter design, combining a chambered 
phase plug and Tractrix® Horn for extended 
high-frequency response; a second 90º by 60º 
acoustically damped Tractrix Horn is coupled 
to the midrange driver, resulting in precise 
performances.

The low-frequency driver employs dual 7” 
hybrid cone woofers, powered by a unique 
neodymium magnet structure. Dual ports on 
the rear of the speaker enhance low-distortion 
bass response. Each woofer’s voice coil re-
sponds accurately to the smallest signal modu-
lation, yet can also handle the high power of 
the most demanding soundtracks.  

Designed with an eye toward home interior 
and furniture designs, the P-27C has a sig-
nature style that blends classic Klipsch audio 
and a clean, contemporary look. Its unique 
enclosure hints at the power inside, while 
maintaining a high degree of beauty. Next to 
its shape, the most striking visual statement is 
the zebra-grain Linia veneer available in natu-
ral, merlot or espresso. The horizontal linear 
grain and absence of visible fasteners further 
add to its appeal.     
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Center Channel Loudspeaker

• Elegantly balances performance and lifestyle

• Precise dialogue placement for accurate, lifelike performances

• Excellent, low-distortion bass response

• Gallery-like appearance fits beautifully into any décor

P-27C

frequency response 56Hz-24kHz +/-3dB

low frequency extension 39Hz

high frequency extension 30kHz

power handling 250W continuous / 1000W peak

recommended amplifier power 50 - 600W

sensitivity 96dB @ 2.83V / 1m

nominal impedance 4 ohms

mid-frequency crossover 550Hz

high frequency crossover 3400Hz

maximum acoustic output 115dB (in-room)

high frequency driver 0.75" (1.9cm) titanium diaphragm 
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

mid-frequency driver 4.5" (11.4cm) aluminum diaphragm 
 compression driver mated to 
 90° x 60° Tractrix® Horn

low frequency drivers Dual 7" (17.8cm) high-output, 
 aluminum / Rohacell® / Kevlar® 
 hybrid cone woofers

enclosure material Constrained layer MDF 
 (medium density fiberboard)

enclosure type Bass-reflex via dual rear-firing ports

height 9.4" (23.9cm)

width 32.9" (83.6cm)

depth 17.5" (44.5cm)

weight 52 lbs (23.6kg)

finishes Zebra-grain Linia veneer in natural, 
 merlot or espresso stain
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Setting new standards for audio excellence, 
our magnificent Palladium™ Series P-27S     
surround speaker delivers smooth cover-
age and dynamic sound performance from a    
beautifully designed cabinet.

In order to achieve realistic and enveloping 
entertainment experiences, the P-27S employs 
dual 0.75" titanium diaphragm compression 
drivers mated to 90º by 70º Tractrix® Horns 
in our exclusive Wide Dispersion Surround 
Technology array, also known as WDST. It’s a 
design that provides crystal-clear sonic detail 
even in listening areas with less than ideal con-
figurations, so the surround sound is pointed 
at you no matter where you sit.

The low-frequency driver employs dual 7" 
hybrid cone woofers, powered by a unique 
neodymium magnet structure. Dual ports 
on the front of the speaker enhance low-
distortion bass response. Each woofer’s voice 
coil responds accurately to the smallest signal 
modulation, yet can also handle the high 
power of the most demanding soundtracks. 

The speaker’s unique enclosure hints at the 
power inside, while maintaining a high degree 
of sophistication. The cabinet is made primar-
ily out of the same high-grade material as the 
horns, while the end caps feature a zebra-grain 
Linia veneer that’s available in natural, merlot 
or espresso. The horizontal linear grain and 
absence of visible fasteners allows the P-27S 
to elegantly complement your furniture and 
décor.
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Surround Loudspeaker

• Elegantly balances performance and lifestyle

• Delivers seamless surround sound coverage

• Works great in less than ideal room configurations

• Clean, contemporary style fits any décor

P-27S

frequency response 72Hz-24kHz +/-3dB

low frequency extension 54Hz

high frequency extension 30kHz

power handling 150W continuous / 600W peak

recommended amplifier power 50 - 350W

sensitivity 96dB @ 2.83V / 1m

nominal impedance 4 ohms

high frequency crossover 2000Hz

maximum acoustic output 117dB (2 speakers in-room)

high frequency drivers Dual 0.75" (1.9cm) titanium 
 diaphragm compression drivers 
 mated to 90° x 70° Tractrix® Horns 
 in a WDST array

low frequency drivers Dual 7" (17.8cm) high-output, 
 aluminum / Rohacell® / Kevlar® 
 hybrid cone woofers

enclosure material CTS composite

enclosure type Bass-reflex via dual front-firing ports

height 20.5" (52.1cm)

width 13.75" (34.9cm)

depth 7" (17.8cm)

weight 25 lbs (11.4kg)

finishes Cabinet painted a dark smoked nickel
 satin finish, end caps feature a zebra-
 grain Linia veneer in natural, merlot 
 or espresso stain
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A breathtaking force, our Palladium™ Series      
P-312W subwoofer sets new standards for 
rich, detailed bass performance from a beauti-
ful design. 

Many high-end subwoofers rely on off-the-
shelf drivers; every P-312W driver has been 
engineered for a specific application. Years of 
research, development and testing resulted in 
a remarkable driver design that exceeds even 
our own high performance standards.  

The P-312W employs three 12" drivers—one 
front-firing woofer and dual side-firing passive 
radiators—and a potent BASH® digital hybrid 
amplifier. Fitting nicely into a corner, the 
subwoofer’s unique enclosure lets the passive 
radiators face both walls of the corner for 
maximum output. 

Through our own advanced Digitally 
Controlled Subwoofer technology, also known 
as DCS, the P-312W gives you more control 
and flexibility with different source material. 
The top-panel digital user-interface offers 
quick and easy adjustment of all functions, 
including five system presets.   

Furthermore, by utilizing our patent-pending 
Adaptive Room Correction process, the 
P-312W ensures ideal performance in every 
listening area at the touch of a button. 

The subwoofer’s unique enclosure hints at the 
power inside, while maintaining a high degree 
of beauty. Next to its shape, the most striking 
visual statement is the zebra-grain Linia veneer 
available in natural, merlot or espresso. The 
horizontal linear grain and absence of visible 
fasteners further add to its appeal.     
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Subwoofer

• Elegantly balances performance and lifestyle

• Deep, precise, rock-solid bass response

• Customized bass performance at the touch of a button

• Clean, contemporary style fits any décor

P-312W

frequency response 18-120Hz +/-3dB

amplifier power FTC rated power: 1000 watts 
 continuous @ <2% THD / 
 dynamic power*: 2500 watts

maximum acoustic output 123dB @ 30Hz 1/8 space, 1m

drive components Ultra-high-excursion 12" (30.5cm) 
 aluminum / fiber-composite hybrid 
 cone, front-firing woofer and dual 12" 
 (30.5cm) passive radiators

amplifier BASH® digital hybrid

enclosure type Bass-reflex via dual side-firing 
 passive radiators

inputs L/R Line-level RCA and XLR jacks, 
 USB 2.0

outputs Mono RCA and XLR jacks

height 17.75" (45.1cm)

width 20" (50.8cm)

depth 23.25" (59.1cm)

weight 95 lbs (43.1kg)

features Advanced DCS touch-panel control 
 and feature set w/ 5 system presets 
 and Adaptive Room Correction

finishes Zebra-grain Linia veneer in natural, 
 merlot or espresso stain

voltage 110/120 VAC 60Hz

export voltage 220 VAC 50/60Hz
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